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Adjustable Trac/PanHard Bar.  When installing with rear shocks and coils remove the stock bar 
first, this will make the shock/coil install much easier.  This is only if you are installing a 
complete lift/suspension. 

If you are just installing the bar lift the rear of the truck up and place jack stands under the rear of the 
frame just in front of the rear lower link forward mounts. Remove the tires on both sides.  Remove the 
stock bar, by placing a floor jack under the center of the rear differential and raising the axle to 
approximately the same height as drive height. The bolts will come out very easy. At or around drive 
height.  Only remove the bolts from the head of the bolt with the separate washer.  The flange nut on the 
back side of the frame end has "feet" on it that dig into the metal of the frame.  It will not move unless you 
shear the feet off. 

Screw the end of the bar out to the corresponding lift height listed below based on the amount of rear lift 
you are running.  Measure from the center to center of the holes 9/16” holes in the ends of the bar.  
Tighten the jab nut once the desired length is achieved. 

On the rear upper link mounting brackets on the rear axle.  The driver side disconnect the abs line from 
the tab and cut the tab off or pound it flat upwards, earlier trucks like 2010-2013 will have a very small 
square shaped bracket which is easy to pound up.  Later trucks like 2018 will have a triangular bracket 
that is much longer.  My advice is to cut the longer bracket off on the later model years.  Zip tie the abs 
line to the hole at the top of the bracket.  On the passenger side disconnect the abs line on upper link axle 
bracket and pound bracket forward bending it slightly forward around the mount, reconnect abs line in the 
same bracket.  This is the same for all years. 

Insert the bar from the passenger side rear wheel well going toward the driver side and axle mount.  
Make sure the bar is oriented the correct way by looking at the pictures on the following pages.  Place bar 
in the axle mount first and insert the bolt.  Then insert the bar in the frame mount with the bolt and nut.  
You can make the bar longer and shorter by moving the jack under the differential up and down to center 
the hole in the bar in the hole in the frame bracket.  Tighten stock M14 bolts to 96 foot pounds.  If you 
need to further tighten the jab nut while the bar is installed on the truck you can use a sharp chisel and a 
hammer and tap on the leading side of the nut, creating a small notch for the chisel to ride in and rotate 
the nut tighter.  Anti-Seize is included to apply to the threads of the adjustable end or it will be already 
applied and appear as a copper colored coating on the threads.  The part is painted with STEEL-IT® 
protective stainless-steel paint.  It is silver in color. 

From the exact center of the eye to the exact center of the eye on the other end will be 40” on a 
stock bar. Lift heights will increase that measurement accordingly. Once the desired length 
is obtained tighten the jab nut and lock the adjustable end in place. 

0 to 1” of lift 40” 
2” of lift 40 1/16” 
3” of lift 40 1/8” 
3.5” of lift 40 3/16” 

While the extended length bar does correct rear axle tracking, the real benefit is the un-restricted 
movement of the bushings for maximum rear axle flex by avoiding colliding into the KDSS 
sway bar system. 

See Photo on Page 2 for Bar placement/installation. See page 3 & 4 for upper bracket photos. 



 

!!! You must use either stock Toyota upper and lower rear links or aftermarket upper and lower rear links 
that are set to the exact same length as the stock Toyota rear links.  Making the aftermarket links longer 
than stock or shorter than stock will lead to colossal failure.  There is absolutely no need to change the 
length of the rear links when running 2-3” of rear lift !!! 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 


